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Global Navigation for Humanoid Robots Using
Sampling-Based Footstep Planners

Zeyang Xia, Member, IEEE, Jing Xiong, and Ken Chen, Member, IEEE

Abstract—The objective of humanoid navigation is to plan the
global locomotion path for humanoid robots in complex global en-
vironments. It is different from wheeled mobile robot navigation
because of the biped’s unique abilities to step upon/over obsta-
cles and the stability requirement is difficult. Sampling-based foot-
step planning that considers the aforementioned characteristics is
a goal-directed navigation approach for humanoid robots. This
paper will describe two footstep planning approaches, including
our improvements on the previous deterministic sampling-based
approach and the newly proposed randomized sampling-based ap-
proach. Numerical experiments are also given to verify the feasi-
bility and planning performance of the two approaches.

Index Terms—Biped navigation, deterministic sampling, foot-
step planner, randomized sampling, sampling.

I. INTRODUCTION

IN THE PAST 15 years, we have witnessed rapid progress
in research on biped humanoid robots. As we position hu-

manoid robots as future agents serving humans in their daily
lives, as well as executing tasks in certain environments in-
stead of humans, advanced locomotion capabilities in existing
human-living environments are demanded for humanoid robots.
Two topics are related to this study: biped locomotion pattern
and global navigation.

Regarding the environmental information considered in the
planning, most existing biped locomotion patterns can be
categorized into two classes. The first class aims to realize
stable locomotion in simple, structured, obstacle-free environ-
ments [1]–[6], such as walking on flat floors, slopes, or stair-
cases. In this class, the robot does not need to perceive the
environment, or only certain environment-related locomotion
pattern parameters are required. The second class aims to realize
collision-free locomotion in structured environments with ob-
stacles. The robot needs to perceive the local obstacle informa-
tion by sensors (stereovision system, lasers, etc.) [7], [8]. These
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two previous classes are essentially locomotion patterns in local
environments. However, to accomplish tasks in human-living
environments where complex obstacles with various forms ex-
ist, such as homes and offices, humanoid robots must bear the
ability of global navigation in wide areas.

A number of approaches for mobile robot navigation have
been studied and implemented [9], and these approaches usually
require the robot to circumvent obstacles. In contrast, humanoid
robots have the ability to step over/upon certain obstacles. Due
to this unique locomotion ability, it is difficult to predefine the
objects in the environment as “obstacle” or “nonobstacle.”

Due to these difficulties, the previous navigation approaches
for mobile robots are not practical for accomplishing the hu-
manoid navigation.

Kuffner et al. [10]–[12] proposed an algorithm for global
footstep planning in obstacle-clustered environments in which
the planner needs no preprocessing of the environmental in-
formation, and collision is avoided by collision checkers. This
algorithm is essentially a sampling-based approach, and other
studies based on this algorithm have also been conducted. Ayaz
et al. [13] improved the smoothness of the trajectories for pos-
ture transitions; Michel et al. [14] applied this approach in some
dynamic environments; and Chestnutt et al. applied the dynami-
cally adjustable action model [15] and the adaptive action model
to perform local searches based on reference actions [16].

In order to improve the planning efficiency and feasibility
of the footstep planner for biped navigation (both in common
3-D environments and some other special environments, such as
fields with local minima or narrow passages), we accomplished
two works in our study, which are as follows: 1) improving
the previous deterministic sampling-based approach by using
dynamically selected footstep-transition models, and 2) apply-
ing a randomized sampling strategy with goal-biased control to
the footstep planner. Our study concentrates on the realization
and implementation of the newly proposed sampling strategies
employed in the footstep planner. And the frame of footstep
planners we used is based on the planner given in [10]. The
implementations discussed in this paper are realized in static
environments. Considering the excellent performance of their
planning efficiency, the proposed planners can be adopted in
planners for dynamic environments, which will allow the robot
to accomplish the step-by-step replanning based on simultane-
ously acquired environmental information.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
introduces the basic sampling-based footstep planner.
Sections III and IV describe the deterministic approach using the
dynamic footstep-transition model, the randomized approach,
and their implementations, respectively. Section V concludes
the paper.
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Fig. 1. Sampling-based footstep planner for humanoid robots.

Fig. 2. Footstep-transition model. (Left) Region reachable for the swing foot,
which expands to a 3-D space while height offsets are considered. (Right) Set
of foot placements defined in a footstep-transition model.

II. SAMPLING-BASED FOOTSTEP PLANNER

The sampling-based footstep planner first builds a search tree
originated from the starting footstep placement of the robot.
The search tree expands by footstep-placement sampling in the
planning space. Footstep placements that cause collisions are
pruned from the tree by the collision checker based on the state
of the robot and environmental information. The planning com-
pletes when one footstep placement in the search tree reaches
the goal region or fails once the planner reaches planning limi-
tation (duration or sampling steps). Fig. 1 gives a block diagram
of the footstep planner.

The footstep-placement sampling that dominates the search-
tree expansion distinctly affects the efficiency and complete-
ness of the planner. The footstep placements are sampled in
the planning space according to the footstep-transition model,
which is denoted as T , in which a set of discrete feasible foot
placements is defined for each swing foot (see Fig. 2). The
construction of the footstep-transition model must include con-
sideration of the following factors: 1) the physical kinodynamics
constraints, which require selected footstep placements to be lo-
cated within the reachable space of the swing foot considering
the kinematics and dynamic constraints of the physical robot;
2) functionalities, which require selected footstep placements to
be optimally grouped to perform different locomotion functions,
such as walking forward and backward, turning, side movement,
etc.; and 3) the stability criterion, which requires that the phys-
ical robot can walk, as defined by the footstep-transition model
with stable gesture-transition trajectories.

The gesture-transition trajectory is defined as the trajectory
with which the robot transfers support of its gesture from
the anterior foot placement to the posterior foot placement.
The gesture transition is performed by using two intermedi-

ate symmetric statically stable gestures, a method previously
proposed in [11]. Based on this method, we developed an ap-
proach to posture-transition-trajectory planning with low on-
line computational capacities, which includes: 1) an “offline
generation–online calling” mode for gesture transition without
height offset between adjacent footstep placements, and 2) an
“offline generation–online modification” mode for transitions
with height offset. The zero-moment-point (ZMP) stability cri-
terion is used in the posture-transition-trajectory planning to
ensure the locomotion stability [17]. The concept and realiza-
tion of the posture-transition-trajectory planning are discussed
in detail in [17] and [19].

Collision checking is a critical issue affecting the compu-
tational complexity of planning. Kuffner et al. [10] proposed
a two-leveled gradient collision-checking algorithm, including:
1) 2-D collision checking between obstacles and target foot
placement and 2) 3-D collision checking between obstacles and
the robot, while it transfers to the target posture. Based on
this algorithm, we proposed a fast collision-checking algorithm
with lower complexity to avoid full 3-D checking. This algo-
rithm is realized by interpolating virtual foot placements for
sole-obstacle checking during the robot’s posture transition. A
prerequisite for this algorithm is that the robot is not supposed
to put its foot under an obstacle (such as a chair), even if it will
not cause a collision. With this prerequisite, the robot would
not encounter a 3-D collision as long as the interpolated foot
placements would not encounter a 2-D collision with a reason-
able safety margin during its posture transition. Considering
the planning environments, this prerequisite is quite acceptable.
The proposed algorithm provides satisfying computational per-
formance. Details of the collision checking are available in [17].

The physical robot model, collision checking algorithms,
gesture-transition-trajectory planning, and stability criterion in-
volved in the footstep planner design in our study are based on
our previously developed THBIP-2 humanoid robot, which is
70 cm in height and 18 kg in weight with 24 DOFs [18].

III. DETERMINISTIC SAMPLING-BASED FOOTSTEP PLANNER

A. Dynamic Footstep-Transition Model

Existing footstep planners use deterministic sampling strate-
gies [10]–[16]. Sufficient feasible foot placements are required
in T to ensure the planning completeness. However, the num-
ber of foot placements in T , which is denoted as NF , decides
the branching factor of the search tree. The branching factor
is the number of children at each node of a search tree, and it
decides the complexity of works following each node. A large
NF will increase the search complexity remarkably. In order
to achieve an optimization considering the planning efficiency,
which requires T with a small NF , and the planning com-
pleteness, which requires T with a large NF , we propose a
dynamic footstep-transition model, which is denoted as T dyn .
This method is brought forward on two hypotheses based on
numerical planning experiments.

Hypothesis I: During the footstep planning in nonex-
treme environments, the foot placements performing the basic
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Fig. 3. Dynamic footstep-transition model denoted as T dyn is composed of
three submodels with increasing NF . We have T A ⊂ T B ⊂ T C .

Fig. 4. Neighboring areas denoted as Rs and Rb . Dimensions of Rs and Rb

are not given in the real scale.

locomotion functions in T are called with higher probabilities
than those performing nonbasic functions.

Hypothesis II: The more complex the environments are, the
higher the probability that the foot placements performing non-
basic locomotion functions will be called.

The dynamic footstep-transition model is composed of three
submodels with increasing NF (see Fig. 3). The sets of foot
placements of anterior submodels are true subsets of posterior
ones. And the submodels are called at each sampling step ac-
cording to the assessment of neighboring areas of the current
supporting foot (see Fig. 4), and the dimensions of these areas
are assigned, considering how far the robot may reach with the
next step or the next three steps if it walks forward or turns
slightly. The assessment is processed with two indices, a rep-
resenting height index and a height-variance index. Compared
to [16], the proposed model accomplishes its adaptation to the
environment in a wider area, not aiming at specific obstacles,
and the branching factor may vary at each search step. Fig. 5
gives the submodels’ calling flow.

Definition I: Representing height, which is denoted as hrep ,
represents the height of a nonflat area. hrep of area A is given as
follows:

hrep (A) = h (Arep) (1)

where area(Arep) = max{area(A1), area(A2), . . . , area(An )},
{A1 , A2 , . . . , An} = A is a partition of A according to the
height of the subareas, and area(Ak ) computes the area of sub-
area Ak .

Definition II: Height variance, which is denoted as Ivar , rep-
resents the height variance relative to hrep of the assessed area.

Fig. 5. Submodels’ calling flow. IT 1
var and IT 2

var are height-variance thresholds.
hT is the threshold of the representing height difference between the assessed
area Rb and the supporting foot. h(F) is the height of the current supporting
foot.

Fig. 6. Subitems of the heuristic function for sampling directing.

Ivar is given as follows:

Ivar =
√

1
N − 1

∑
g∈A

(hg − hrep)2 (2)

where hg is the height of grid g in area A and N is the number
of grids in area A.

B. Realization

A function H (F) computing the cost of a target foot place-
ment is configured by considering its inherent priority in T and
weighted heuristic items, including its distance, height offset,
and orientation to the goal region pgoal(see Fig. 6)

H (F)=kdCd (F , pgoal)+ kaCa (F , pgoal)+ khCh (F , pgoal)
(3)

where kd , ka , and kh are the weights. Similar functions were
also given in [10] and [11].

We realize the deterministic sampling-based footstep plan-
ning with A∗ algorithm (see Fig. 7).

C. Implementation

We implemented the deterministic sampling-based footstep
planner using dynamic footstep-transition models in multi-
type environments. Figs. 8–11 show some generated foot-
step sequences in various environments and Table I gives
corresponding data. The planning results verify the good
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Fig. 7. Deterministic footstep planner using A∗. F goal is the goal region.

Fig. 8. Footstep sequences in environments with (a) height-varying strip ob-
stacles and (b) low strip obstacles. The light and dark circles denote the starting
and goal region separately, and the different colors on the top surfaces denote
varying heights.

Fig. 9. Footstep sequences in the same environments with (a) high and (b)
low height difference penalties in the heuristic function.

Fig. 10. Footstep sequences in environments with staircases with (a) grooves
and (b) high obstacles.

performance of both efficiency and completeness of the de-
terministic sampling-based footstep planner using dynamic
footstep-transition models.

In addition, we compare the deterministic footstep planners
with dynamic footstep-transition models, i.e., T dyn and single
footstep-transition models, i.e, T A , T B , and T C included in
T dyn . The comparison planning is accomplished in environ-
ments, such as: 1) clear flat area; 2) in Fig. 8(b); 3) in Fig. 10(a);

Fig. 11. Footstep sequences in environments with different staircases.

TABLE I
DATA OF PLANNING USING DETERMINISTIC FOOTSTEP PLANNER∗

Fig. 12. Comparison of nodes searched using different T . Note that planning
using T A with few foot placements fails in IV.

and 4) in Fig. 10(b). Fig. 12 compares nodes searched and
Table II gives the corresponding parameters used. From the re-
sults, we can see that planning with T dyn finishes with searched
nodes, which are less than those planned with single T , or at
least as low as the best of those planned with single T . The
essence of dynamic footstep-transition models is to increase
feasibility and efficiency of the footstep planner by using vary-
ing branching factors adaptive to the environment.

According to our simulation experiences, the planner using
T dyn is not very sensitive to these parameters. For the weights
in the cost function, we are using empirical sets of values for
different types of environments, but these values are slightly
different from each other. Even when the same set of parameters
is used for different environments, the planning results may
vary, but the quality of the results will not be affected. Also,
parameters can be used to realize different locomotion “habits.”
In Fig. 9, we use different height penalties controlled by kh . For
details, see [19].
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TABLE II
PARAMETERS FOR COMPARISON PLANNING∗

Fig. 13. Two cases of search trees trapped in local loops and dead ends with
planners based on A∗ algorithms.

IV. RANDOMIZED SAMPLING-BASED FOOTSTEP PLANNER

In this section, we propose a randomized sampling-based
footstep planner based on rapidly exploring random trees (RRT)
algorithm, multi-RRT footstep planner, which is capable of re-
solving planning problems in “unfriendly” environments, such
as areas with local minima or/and narrow passages.

A. Problem Description and Randomized Sampling Strategy

Previous approaches, such as the one in Section III, are re-
alized based on deterministic sampling strategies, in which the
search-tree expansion is mainly directed by deterministic func-
tions. These functions are designed aiming to generate relatively
optimal sequences of footstep placements, such as smooth se-
quences with the least number of footsteps and least unnec-
essary footsteps to step over/upon obstacles. The determinis-
tic sampling-based approaches are very practical in open-area
environments. However, a critical problem is that they rely
on the sampling set design of the footstep-transition model
and sampling-directing functions. This characteristic may cause
planning failures: the search tree may not be able to converge,
i.e., get trapped, in required planning duration or sampling steps.
This situation is especially apparent during the implementation
in areas with local minima or/and narrow passages, which exist
in human-living environments, such as homes or office build-
ings. Fig. 13 shows two cases of the trapped search trees (see [12]
for more cases).

Besides the improvement on the sampling-directing func-
tions, another option regarding this problem is to improve the
ability of traversing in local loops and dead ends of the search
tree by employing randomized sampling strategies. We apply

Fig. 14. Single-step expansion of the search tree of the RRT-based footstep
planner. Fin it denotes the initial foot placement.

Fig. 15. Single-step expansion of the search tree of the multi-RRT footstep
planner. Each point denotes one foot placement.

the random sampling strategy to the humanoid footstep plan-
ning in our study. The proposed random sampling strategy is
based on RRT [20].

The key issue of the RRT-based footstep planner is to pro-
duce a temporary goal region randomly distributed in the plan-
ning space at each planning step. The search-tree expands are
directed by these temporary goal regions, instead of the actual
goal. This mechanism provides the search tree with an improved
ability to avoid obstacles and traversing local loops or dead ends.
Fig. 14 explains three procedures of a single-step expansion of
the search tree: 1) to produce a temporary goal region F̃ goal;
2) to find the foot placement in the search tree nearest to F̃ goal
Fnear ; and 3) to add a new foot placement Fnew to the search
tree.

B. Multi-RRT Footstep Planner

In Fig. 14, we can see that the basic RRT-based footstep
planner only adds one foot placement Fnew to the search tree.
Fnew is selected regarding its distance to F̃ goal , while F∗,
which has a smaller distance to F goal , is not added. The previous
characteristic that RRT only adds one node to the search tree may
result in ill-conditioned footstep sequences. In order to resolve
this problem, we modify the RRT-based footstep planner by
adding all the foot placements in the footstep-transition model
to the search tree at each step. We term this planner as multi-
RRT footstep planner. Fig. 15 shows the single-step search tree
of the multi-RRT-based footstep planner, and Fig. 16 gives the
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Fig. 16. Algorithm of the multi-RRT footstep planner. ρ2 denotes the measure
function from a foot placement to a region. It considers not only the Euclidean
distance, but also the height offset, orientation, etc. The dimension of the tem-
porary goal region is denoted by dm in , i.e., the diameter of the circle denoting
F̃ goal , as shown in Fig. 14.

Fig. 17. Goal-biased random sampling controlled by Pgoal . P = rand() is a
computer-generated probability number uniformly distributed in [0,1].

multi-RRT algorithm. Multi-RRT inherits the ability of quick
expansion in the planning space from the RRT algorithm. The
more the nodes are added to the search tree in each step, the
quicker the search tree covers the planning space. Numerical
results also show that the search tree of multi-RRT may cover the
planning space uniformly after sufficient sampling times, which
is similar to the characteristic of probabilistically completeness
of the basic RRT algorithm.

C. Goal-Biased Control

According to the numerical sampling experiments as well
as the theoretical analysis, the randomly sampled foot place-
ments of the multi-RRT footstep planner distribute uniformly
in the planning space after sufficient sampling steps. In order
to improve the rate that the random tree converges to the goal
region, we apply a nonuniform control to the sampling: The
sampling distribution is biased to the goal region controlled by a
parameter termed as goal-probability threshold (GPT, denoted
as Pgoal ∈ [0, 1]). When producing F̃ goal (see step 3 in Fig. 16),
the planner returns F goal , instead F̃ goal , at a probability of
Pgoal (see Fig. 17). We termed this approach as the multi-RRT-
GoalBias footstep planner.

Pgoal is a predefined parameter that controls the expansion
and convergence of the random tree. Sampling experiments con-
trolled by varying Pgoal values show that [22]: 1) Pgoal contin-
uously affects the convergence rate of random trees, and 2) the
random trees quickly converge to the goal with low sampling
steps, if Pgoal is set with a proper value. These observations
verify that an optimized Pgoal exists, with which the random
trees converge at the quickest rate. The optimized Pgoal value

Fig. 18. Superimposed footstep sequences by multi-RRT-GoalBias footstep
planners in environments with (a) local minima and (b) narrow passages.

Fig. 19. Search-tree expansions by the multi-RRT-GoalBias footstep planner.

Fig. 20. Ill-conditioned footstep sequences generated by the basic RRT-based
footstep planner.

is decided by the planning problem. For each type of planning
problem, nonlinear mapping from the parameters describing the
planning problem to optimized Pgoal can be fitted so that the op-
timized Pgoal value can be obtained. We use a back propagation
(BP) neural network to fit the mapping, which is specifically
discussed in [22].

D. Implementation and Optimization

We implement the multi-RRT-GoalBias footstep planer in
environments with local minima, narrow passages, or other un-
friendly environments. For each planning problem, 200 trials
of randomized planning were conducted. Fig. 18 shows ten
superimposed footstep sequences generated by the multi-RRT-
GoalBias footstep planner in environments with local minima
and narrow passages, respectively (both are randomly selected
trials from the 200 trials). Fig. 19 shows expansion of the search
trees by the multi-RRT-GoalBias footstep planner, compared to
the search trees that were trapped by deterministic approaches
(see Fig. 13). Fig. 20 shows typical ill-conditioned footstep se-
quences generated by basic RRT-based footstep planners, which
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Fig. 21. Footstep sequences after pseudooptimization by the multi-RRT-
GoalBias footstep planner.

only extend one foot placement at each sampling step (see
Section IV-B), in which undesired turning, side steps, or un-
necessary step adjustments exist. These comparisons verify that
1) the search trees by the multi-RRT-GoalBias footstep plan-
ner bear notable ability to traverse local loops and dead ends,
and 2) the multi-RRT-GoalBias footstep planner can avoid ill-
conditioned results, which basic RRT-based planners may gen-
erate.

We currently use a pseudooptimization method in the plan-
ner. This method constructs a quantitative function to assess
generated footstep sequences, when considering the number of
footsteps, smoothness, and frequencies of significant height and
orientation changes, which is related to the risk of stability lose.
According to our planning experiments, an acceptable footstep
sequence can be obtained out of each planning set with very
few trials, ranging from two to five (see Fig. 18 and note that
there are ten footstep sequences superimposed in each figure). In
implementations with firm planning duration requirements, this
pseudooptimization can be used to avoid unacceptable results
after two trials. In addition, the design of the algorithm to find
Fnear (see step 4 in Fig. 16) also helps to smooth the results.
Planning results after pseudooptimizations are given in Fig. 21
(all results are based on two random trials). Compared to the
results generated by basic-RRT planners shown in Fig. 20, the
footstep sequences by the multi-RRT-GoalBias footstep planer
are better. Data of 200 trials of planning in environments shown
in Figs. 20 and 21 are given in Table III. Less than five trials out
of 200 trials of planning in Fig. 21 may fail, although they are
set with a very small upper limit of sampling steps as 1 × 103 .

Particularly, Figs. 13(a), 20(a) and (b), and 21(a) give re-
sults in the same environment with local minima by the A∗-

TABLE III
STATISTICAL DATA OF 200 TRIALS USING MULTI-RRT-GOALBIAS∗

based planner, the basic RRT-based planner, and the multi-RRT-
GoalBias planner, respectively. Figs. 13(b), 20(c) and (d), and
21(b) give results in the same environment with narrow passages
by the A∗-based planner, the basic RRT-based planner, and the
multi-RRT-GoalBias planner, respectively. The comparisons of
planning results in same environments verify the good perfor-
mance of the multi-RRT-GoalBias planner.

Drawbacks of the current pseudooptimization method include
two aspects, which are as follows: 1) the computational capac-
ity increases since additional trials need to be conducted and 2)
the results after the pseudooptimization are not theoretically en-
sured to be the most optimized results, although ill-conditioned
results can be avoided. What is considered in our ongoing de-
velopment of potential full optimization methods is that the full
optimization of footstep sequences would not cause additional
online posture-transition-trajectory planning or additional col-
lision checking, which increase the computational capacity of
planning.

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

We present our progress in footstep planning for global nav-
igation of humanoid robots, employing deterministic and ran-
domized sampling strategies. Our works include: 1) improving
previous deterministic sampling-based approaches by using dy-
namic footstep-transition models, and 2) realizing a random-
ized sampling-based footstep planner with a goal-biased con-
trol strategy. To the best of our knowledge, our study is the
first attempt to apply random sampling strategies for humanoid
footstep planning.

We use the plain A∗ algorithm to realize the deterministic
footstep planner and a modified RRT algorithm to realize the
randomized footstep planner in this paper. The planners in this
paper are termed only regarding to strategies used to extend
samples. Actually, it is also possible to use more complicated
algorithms to design the planner, such as A∗ with random-
ized sampling strategies and RRT with deterministic sampling
strategies.

Although the randomized sampling-based footstep planner
has been implemented with desirable results, some features of
the randomized approach are still based on the numerical exper-
iments. The mathematical proofs and full-optimization of the
planning results will be the focuses of our future works. We are
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also in the process of collaborating with other teams on global
map construction to implement the proposed methods on our
physical robot.
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